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12th International Conference on Social Media & Society

May 2022, Paris, France: DEADLINE:

72nd Annual ICA Conference: One World, One Network?

June 2022, Budapest University of Technology & Economics: DEADLINE:

capture "candid pictures of very non-candid people."

discuss coverage of the Met Gala and how journalism can learn from his ability to

dives into the American Archive of Public Broadcasting’s 70

years of programming through informed conversations with scholars, researchers

and archivists.

Presenting the Past

stakes diplomacy it took to get him out.

days in an Iranian prison after being falsely accused of espionage, and the high

544 Days

Closing Night:

Centerpiece:

Opening Night:

Some highlights of this year’s

lineup

DX Film Fest returns this October with another virtual edition. Check out this year’s

on

Winning producers, directors and activists!

CENTER FOR MEDIA AT RISK

We are delighted to welcome

Welcome 2021-2022 Visiting Scholars!
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